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From 
 
  SE/Commercial, 
  DHBVN, Hisar. 
 
To 
 
  All CEs/SEs/XENs/SDOs/OP, 
  JEs-I, Incharge Sub office, in DHBVN. 
 
  Memo No. Ch- 9/GM/Comml./R-17/139/04/Vol-II  Dated: 2/8/2010 
 
Subject: -  Instructions for dealing the cases of theft of Electricity under 

Electricity Act-2003, Electricity (Amendment) Act, 2003 and 
Electricity (Amendment) Act, 2007. 

 
Detail instructions for dealing with the cases of theft of electricity 

under Section - 135 of Electricity Act-2003 & Electricity amendment Act-2007 

were issued vide Sales Circular No. D-43/2007, but it has been observed that a 

large number of theft cases are being prepared under clause-135(e) - uses 

electricity for the purpose other than for which the usage of electricity was 

authorized.  

Nigam has desired that a special emphasis be made to detect theft 

cases out of the definition of theft of electricity given in Section - 135(a), 135(b), 

135(c) 135(d) of Electricity amendment Act-2007reproduced as under:-  

a) Taps, makes or causes to be made any connection with overhead, 

underground or under water lines or cables, or service wires, or service 

facilities of a licensee or supplier, as the case may be; or 

b) Tampers a meter, installs or uses a tampered meter, current reversing 

transformer, loop connection or any other device or method which 

interferes with accurate or proper registration, calibration or metering of 

electric current or otherwise results in a manner whereby electricity is 

stolen or wasted; or 



c) Damages or destroys an electric meter, apparatus, equipment, or wire or 

causes or allows any of them to be so damaged or destroyed as to 

interfere with the proper or accurate metering of electricity; or  

d) Uses electricity through a tampered meter;  

  It is also advised that exact clause under which the case has been 

made out should be mentioned in the notice of assessment because only 

Section-135 is being mentioned.  

The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all 

concerned for careful and meticulous compliance. 

 

                  SE/Commercial 
                       DHBVN, Hisar. 
 


